
The mastery approach at Henwick 

  

You know you’ve mastered something when you can apply it to a totally new problem or task in an 

unfamiliar situation – that is our aim for children who spend their school lives with us at Henwick. The 

mastery approach involves mastering a subject over time, rather than learning about it in isolated sections 

that have no real connection. While an hour’s lesson might be sufficient to say you have learned something 

new, mastery is a longer term investment.  

Variation 

A key element to the mastery process is exploring a concept in a wide variety of contexts and using and 

being exposed to different models and approaches to explain and demonstrate that one concept. Looking 

at one skill or objective in different ways is key here.  

Practice & clarification 

Time to practise the concept or skill, in various ways, is also crucial and allows time for misconceptions to 

be addressed and also for skills and objectives to be clarified further as needed. 

Application 

Once sufficient exploration and practice of a concept, skill or objective has taken place, and there is no 

need for further clarification, the next step is to apply the concept to a new context. Objectives, skills and 

concepts can also be revisited and taught through different contexts over time too. 

The curriculum has to be structured in such a way that the necessary concepts and skills have been 

explored through variation, clarified and practised and opportunities to apply them are also built in. 
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What does mastery look like in science? 

 

  

Variation 

Objectives are explored and 
introduced in a variety of ways over a 
key stage to build on progress.  For 

example; animals, including humans is 
taught in every year group.  

Children are able to  ask questions 
and think about different ways to 

answer them.  For example,  sorting 
into venn diagrams, written answers, 

drawing diagrams and taking 
photographs.  

Children use different equipement to 
investigate concepts.    

Chidlren learn how to set up 
experiments to answer a question, 

gradually becoming more independent 
as they get older.  

Practice & 
clarification 

Specfic scientifc vocabualry is explicitly 
taught and children are encouarged to 

use it to explain their thinking.  

Children often work in pairs and 
groups to encourgae collaboration and 

address misconcpetions. It also 
encourages them to clarify their 

thinking.  

The same objectives are revisited each 
year or over a key stage, to allow for 
them to be further clarified over time 

Some skills are revisted within a year 
in order to be refined such as testing 
materials and their properties in Y1 

and Y2 .  

Lessons are planned to build-up to an 
outcome, with predetermined lesson 
intentions. However, teachers have 
the flexibility to amend and adapt 

lessons to fit the needs of the pupils.  

Application 

Each unit has a purpose and a wider 
context 

Some units have links to other areas of 
the curriculum 

Chidlren are encoarged to use their 
Maths and English skills to explain their 

reasoning.  

Skills and concepts are revisted in 
different contexts, e.g. taking 

measurement, presenting data.  

Skills can also be repeated within a 
year in different context, e.g. creating a 
shelter in Y1 or a musical instrument 

using everyday materials.  

Children apply prior knowlegde to 
investigate scientific concepts.  



What does greater depth look like in science? 

 

  

Tackling more open-ended 
tasks and problems 

Applying prior 
knowledge 

indpendently 

Applying  
scientific 
stategies 

independently 

Thinking of a 
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answer 
independently 
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generate 
further 
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